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Product sheet

TabLines TWP
Tablet wall mount plug for all available tablets

Speciﬁcation
Elegant design
The TabLines TWP Tablet Wall Mount Plug for all tablets available on the market presents the tablet in a very minimalistic
way. Clear lines, an asymmetrical look, a high-quality powder coating and the milled aluminium as material make the tablet
holder a design object on the wall.
Optimised as a wall mount AND for ﬂexible use
The holder is mounted directly on the wall and oﬀers quick and easy insertion and removal of the tablet with one hand. The
TabLines TWP wall mount features a minimalist design and makes a high-tech statement in the room. A visually convincing
and durable product.
Perfect for Smart Home control
By mounting it in a central location with optional ﬂush-mounted power supply, the tablet becomes the control centre for the
Smart Home. With the appropriate applications, lighting management, loudspeakers, TV set, energy options and much more
can be controlled and optimised.
Room manager and display panel
In the TabLines TWP wall mount Plug, the tablet can serve as a room manager or display information as a notice board. If it is
to be used on the move, it can be easily removed with one hand at any time without tools. This means that it can also be used
ﬂexibly at the workplace, in oﬃces and meeting or conference rooms.
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TabLines TWP
Tablet Wallmount Plug product details

Lightning
or USB -C

Installation note
Use with ﬂush-mounted power supply unit:
The ﬂush-mounted power supply unit is mounted in the wall with a hollow wall box (e.g. THWD001). The power supply unit
has a USB socket into which one side of the charging cable is plugged (instead of into the charger for the socket). The other
side of the cable is plugged into the adapter on the back of the TWP. This allows the plug, which is visible from the front in
the tablet holder, to connect to the power and charge the tablet when it is in the holder. The excess length of the cable can
be hidden in the recess in the back of the tablet holder, or a short cable can be used.
Use without a ﬂush-mounted power supply unit:
Plug the charging cable of the tablet into the adapter in the back of the holder and let it run through the recesses to the
outside. There it can be plugged into a socket as usual.

Key features
Suitable for:

All tablets available on the market

Mounting:

Easy wall mounting with two screws

Material:

Machined aluminium with high-quality powder coating

Alignment:

Portrait and landscape format

Colours:

Black, silver, white or RAL colours on request

Variants:

With USB-C adapter or Lightning adapter, depending on tablet

Functions:

Unrestricted (except camera - only front possible)

Optional:

TecLines TNT001 USB power supply unit as ﬂush-mounted power supply (please check if the
power supply unit is suﬃcient for your tablet)
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